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A finite group C having n element; is said to be sequence&e if there exists an arrangement 
b,, bz, . . . , b, of its elements such that b,, b, 6,. . . . . b,b, - . 0 6, is also an arrangement of the 
elements of G. This definition can be extended to the case when G is countably idkite by 
requiring the existence of a sequence b,, b2, . . . , containing each element of C exactly once, 
such that the sec,uencc b,, b,b,, . . . also contains each element of G exactly once. With this 
defknition every cnuntably-infinite group is sequenceable. 
The finite grtiup G having n elements is said to be sequence&la in case there is 
some arrangement, say bl, bz, . . . , b,,, of the elements of G, such that G = 
(b,, b&, . w . , blb2 l l l b,}. It has been proved that sequencez4Ae groups can be 
use3 to construct complete Latin squares [I], and that an abelian group is 
sequenceable if and only if it is the product of a cyclic group of order Zk (k 2 1 ! 
and a group of odd order [2]. 
If G is countably infinite a natural extension of this concept sugges:s itself; 
namely,, we say G is sequenc&lk if there exists a sequence L,, h2, . . . co staining 
each element of G exactly once suc!l that the sec+ence b, , b, t&, . . . also contains 
each element of G exactly once 
Theorem 1. Eveq, countabIy-infinite group is sequenceable. 
Pro06 The plan of proof is as foljows. Let the elements rjf (3 be writtctr~ in :I 
sequence al, a2, . _ . . We consider this sequence written twice, as List I and IAi4t 
II. We will recursively define a sequence b,, h2, . . such that each /J, qyxxtr~ 
exactly once in List I aiid each t:k = b, h2 - . ’ bk appears exac t\y once ia L.i’,t 11. iid 
such that both Tists are exhausted in this way. 
Let b, = e. Ihe identity element of G. Thus c, = e also. Now \UIJI~O-* 
bl, bz, 0 . . , bci h;ive been chosen so that these are k distinct elements of (5. ;l\ m-c 
the corresponding elements cl, cz, . . . , ck, with k 2 I. Remove the eknwnt~ 
b I,.-., bk from List I and the elements c’!, . . . , q from List 1 I. 
We will describe two processes. In Process I the ckfininp 01 111~ 1) \ ~il; ‘K 
c(ntntinwd SO as to us e ;ts ;a h. tht- first i.c’~~;~jr~ir~g I., lcr?lirlt oi 1 I\1 I Iti l’I(RC.s~ II 
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